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 into readme Q: InnerHTML problem in IE 11, but not other browsers I am trying to open a URL in an iframe in IE 11, but the
URL I am opening is loaded in my page and this is what I'm doing: var anchor = document.createElement("a"); anchor.href = "";
anchor.innerHTML = "foo"; document.body.appendChild(anchor); anchor.click(); The code works fine in Firefox, Chrome and
Edge, but does not work in IE 11. The error message I get is: This page contains the following errors: error on line 1 at column
1: Extra content at the end of the document What I am doing is basically creating a link in the document, setting it's href and
innerHTML, then clicking on the link. I have a feeling it has something to do with the anchor.click() part. Any ideas? EDIT:

This is what happens when I comment out anchor.click() error on line 1 at column 1: Extra content at the end of the document.
A: It seems you are trying to load an external page in an iframe, IE has strict rules about that and that you have to work around
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it. The error you get may be pointing to your code because your code is not doing what you think it's doing. Try to look at the
error message to see what is happening: I will add some info about the error. The code you are trying to use is calling the click()
method, which I guess you need to add something like this: or: anchor.addEventListener('click', function() { anchor.click(); });
if you don't call that code the click will not work and you will get the error. President Donald Trump is continuing to say that he
might run for a third term if he doesn’t win the presidency this year. The president, in a wide-ranging interview with The New

York Times published Monday, said he might run for reelection if he doesn’t win this year. � 82157476af
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